Emory Libraries released a preview of the Emory Digital Collections site. You'll find digitized images of artifacts and rare books and photographs from three collections: the Langmuir African American photos, the Oxford College Asian artifacts, and the Woodruff Health Sciences Center Library artifacts.

"Framing Shadows" online exhibit launches

The Emory Libraries exhibitions team has created the online exhibit for "Framing Shadows: Portraits of Nannies from the Robert Langmuir African American Photograph Collection." Drawn from the physical exhibit in the Woodruff Library last year, the online version preserves the curator's research with the selected portraits and makes the exhibit accessible to a larger audience.

How Emory Libraries helped students and faculty prepare for online classes

When Emory announced the move to remote teaching on March 11 due to COVID-19 precautions, the Emory Libraries jumped into action. Myriad departments helped faculty and students in multiple ways, from offering online Canvas workshops about remote teaching, to locating digital materials and preparing detailed LibGuides, to providing laptops and specialized software for students who need them, and more.

We miss you!

To all the students, alumni, faculty, staff, healthcare workers, administrators, event attendees, and everyone who comes to our Emory Libraries: We miss seeing you and talking with you! We look forward to seeing you again, and we will let you know when we reopen our buildings.

Emory Libraries mourns passing of Pellom McDaniels

Staff at the Emory Libraries and members of the Library community were heartbroken to learn that our colleague, Pellom McDaniels III, passed away unexpectedly on Sunday, April 19.

Find new items in new Emory Digital Collections

The Woodruff Health Sciences Center Library has released a new collection of Emory Digital Collections: "Emory-University Libraries Rare Book Collection." The collection includes 100 digitized items from the Rare Book Collection, ranging from early maps and prints of London to illuminated European prayer books, from John Collier's personal library, to the Jewish Compounds, and the Woodruff Health Sciences Center Library Archives.
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Celebrate Asian American and Pacific Islander Heritage Month

Emory Libraries is celebrating AAPIH Month with a series of blog posts from our librarians about our South Asian and East Asian studies resources. South Asian Studies librarian Gautham Reddy wrote our first blog with some history of Asians and Pacific Islanders in this country, as well as a list of ebooks that patrons with an Emory ID can check out.
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